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Underfloor heating
comes of age
By Patrick Waterfield, principal environmental engineer at JCP Consulting Ltd

T

he Romans (and before
them the Ancient Greeks)
realised the benefit of
underfloor heating via the
hypocaust system - the term
is derived from Greek words literally
meaning “under-burning”. A fire was lit
at underfloor level and the heat drawn
through a sub-floor void under action
of flues in the walls (which also allowed
the relevant wall areas to act as heat
emitters).

Source: http://mcauleyhistory.edublogs.
org/2012/10/24/the-roman-villa-project/
hypocaust/
Slightly earlier (ca 1,000BC) were
the traditional Korean “Ondol” (warm
stone) dwellings, which also featured
a form of underfloor heating. The
Ondol used smoke from the cooking
fire, i.e. heat that would have been
generated anyway, making better use
of the fuel. Indeed, there is evidence of
similar features in excavated Neolithic
settlements.

Heating elements or cables
An underfloor heating (UFH) system
essentially comprises heating elements
- either PVC piping carrying warm
water (“wet” system), or electric heating
cables - located beneath the floor
surface. In the case of wet systems,
the pipes are usually laid in a sand/
cement “dry” screed or self-levelling
liquid screed on top of insulation on
a concrete floor slab, though they
can also be laid in a dry screed on a
suspended timber floor. The screed
absorbs heat from the piping and

Underfloor heating – a brief timeline
Neolithic period

Evidence of stone-covered trenches in dwellings in Asia and Aleutian Islands

5,000 BC

Evidence of “baked floors” found in Korea and Manchu;

3,000 BC

Korean fire hearth used as both kitchen range and heating stove;

1,000 BC

Ondol-type system used in the Aleutian Islands and present-day North Korea;

500 BC

Greeks and Romans scale up the use of conditioned floors (and walls) with
hypocausts;

500 AD

Asia continues to use conditioned surfaces but replaced in Europe by the open
fire and early forms of the modern fireplace;

700

Countries in the Mediterranean Basin use various forms of hypocaust-type
heating in public baths and homes (and also use heat from cooking to heat the
floors);

1000

Ondol continues to evolve in Asia, with the fire furnace moved outside and the
room entirely floored with Ondol in Korea;

1400

Hypocaust-type systems used to heat Turkish Baths of the Ottoman Empire;

1500

Wide-scale adoption of floor heating in China and Korea;

1600

Heated flues in floors and walls used in greenhouses in France;

1700

Hypocaust type system used to heat public baths in modern day Iraq;

1800

Beginnings of the European evolution of the modern water heater/boiler and
water-based piping systems (eg in John Soane house and museum, London);

1864

Ondol-type system used at Civil War hospital sites in America;

1904

Liverpool Cathedral heated with system based on the hypocaust principles (also
installed in various UK churches in Victorian times);

1937

Frank Lloyd Wright designs the floor-based radiant-heated Herbert Jacobs
house;

1980

The first standards for floor heating are developed in Europe. Water-based
Ondol system is applied to almost all residential buildings in Korea;

1985

Floor heating becomes a traditional heating system in residential buildings
in Middle Europe and Nordic countries and increasing applications in nonresidential buildings;

2010

71-storey radiant conditioned Pearl River Tower in Guangzhou, China;

conducts it to the floor covering where
it is radiated into the room. Electric
types are found in the form of cable

arrays and mats which can be laid in a
thin screed or tiling adhesive layer or
direct under a wood floor, for example.
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System

UFH

Radiators

Description

Heat emitter is the whole floor. Heat transmitted from
floor surface by radiation

Heat emitters placed against walls – most radiators are
actually 2/3 convectors and only 1/3 radiators

Pros

Cons

• Even heat distribution

• Very slow response

• Floor warm to touch

• Difficult to retrofit

• Aesthetics/room layout

• Higher capital cost?

• Low flow temperature

• Higher running cost?

• Less dust gathering

• Floor covering options

• Low capital cost

• Possible conflicts with curtains/windows

• Readily retrofitted

• Possible conflicts with furniture layout

• Easily maintained

• Heat “lost” to wall

• Fairly fast response
• Easy to control

Warm-air

Convective system requiring ducts/grilles for supply
(and return) air – can include heat recovery

• Very fast response

• Need for ducting routes

• Can ventilate too

• Potential comfort issues re dryness/airspeed

• Heat recovery options

• Difficult to retrofit

• Easy to control

• Need to replace filters

• Fairly easily maintained

Summary comparison of UFH with radiators and warm-air systems
Wet systems are connected to an
appliance which heats water (e.g.boiler,
heat pump, etc.) while electric systems
are fed from an electricity supply. It is
the heat emitter part, the piping/cables
and the floor, that we shall focus on
here.

Section of wet UFH heating array
showing (from top down); piping in
screed, protection layer, insulation,
concrete slab and DPM (note also edge
insulation) – source: Nu-Heat.co.uk
Screeds should be laid as soon as
possible after the UFH piping is in place
to avoid potential damage to the piping.
The system must be pressure-tested
first and the pressure maintained while
the screed is laid to reduce the risk of
distortion of the piping.
“Dry” screed must be well mixed
and compacted (to minimise voids
which reduce the efficiency of the
UFH as well as the structural integrity
of the screed) and well levelled off.
Typical thicknesses range from
around 65mm to 100mm. Curing time
varies with conditions of temperature
and humidity but it can be at least a
month before the UFH can be used.

On first use the UFH must be run at
a low setting and brought up to full
temperature slowly. This helps to
complete the curing and avoid cracking
of the screed.
Liquid self-levelling screeds do what
the name suggests and are liquids that
are poured onto the subfloor insulation
(which must be topped with a vapour
barrier) before spreading out to a level
finish. Self-levelling screeds are quick
and easy to use and minimise the risk of
voids. Liquid screeds can be laid thinner
than dry screeds (around 50mm as
opposed to minimum 65mm) but can
actually take even longer to cure. The
same advice applies as with dry screeds
regarding first use of the UFH.
UFH overlays are a time-saving
option and comprise thin boards
(around 15-25mm) pre-routed for the
pipework. The overlays are laid direct
onto the insulated floor and are glued
together, with the big advantage that
no curing time is required. Another
advantage is faster response time in
use, due to the reduced thermal mass,
though heat output will also be lower.
Note that some lighter-weight systems,
such as those involving polystyrene
panels, may not be suitable for tiling
over.
Electric UFH systems are especially
suited to situations where a minimal
increase in finished floor level is
required, for example in retro-fits.
Larger systems use cable which is
manually laid in place and clipped
down at regular intervals, while smaller

systems can use UFH mats, where a
thinner cable is bonded to a mesh. Mat
systems are easy to install (even for the
DIY enthusiast) and different products
are available for use in wet rooms as
well as with a variety of floor coverings.
Note that different types of mat, with
different maximum output (wattage)
per square metre, exist for different
types of floor covering (laminate, vinyl,
tiles, etc). Therefore, it is important
to make sure that electric UFH is an
appropriate choice, given the proposed
floor covering and level of heat
required from the system. When laying
mats, take care to avoid areas where
kitchen units etc will be installed and
leave at least 150mm gap to skirting.
Installation costs tend to be lower than
for wet systems but running costs will
usually be higher.

On-site generated electricity
Electric UFH systems might also be
considered where there is a plentiful
supply of on-site generated electricity
(e.g. from solar PV or wind turbine)
and/or where there is no suitable
hot water generation (e.g. no central
boiler or heat pump, such as you
might encounter in a super-insulated
dwelling). Naturally, with PV, the peak
output from the system will occur at the
times you least need heating, though
a better match of supply and demand
should occur with a wind turbine.
Radiators and warm-air heating
systems tend to be controlled on room
or zone thermostats. These sense the

air temperature and, when it reaches
a setpoint temperature, switch the
system off until the temperature drops
again to below the setpoint. Room
thermostats tend to be located at
around chest height, as this represents
an average height between people
seated and standing and also makes for
easy viewing and adjustment.
Warm-air systems supply tempered
air direct into the room and are thus
quick response systems, heating
the internal air directly. Most of the
heat output from radiators is actually
provided by convection rather than
radiation, although the response time is
a little longer than for warm-air systems.
A correctly positioned thermostat
sensing room temperature can thus
provide good control for radiators and
warm-air heating systems.
With UFH systems, however, heat
builds up in the floor before it enters
the room and will still be leaving the
floor for some time after the room air
reaches comfort temperature, resulting
in a temperature lag. A thermostat
sensing air temperature and located
at around chest height will thus
exaggerate this lag.
Although not often seen, especially
in wet systems, a floor-based
temperature sensor would reduce
the lag, improving the response time
of the system. More importantly
perhaps, sensing floor temperature
may avoid the floor surface reaching
high temperatures at which damage
might be incurred to floor coverings.
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Electric mat systems tend to include
thermostats which are located under
the floor.
Zone control is achieved for wet
systems by assigning a separate piping
manifold to each zone (usually each
room) and for electric systems simply
by having a separate electric circuit for
each room.
In general, a UFH system will perform
best in a very well insulated building,
as this will allow heat to be trickled in at
a slow rate and low temperature. High
rates of building heat loss combined
with variations in heat requirement,
for example caused by intermittent
occupancy and/or significant solar
heating gains, will be less compatible
with the slow response time of a floorbased heating system.
Various systems are available to
facilitate installing wet UFH in existing
buildings. These include lower-profile
wet systems, with and without screed
(using UFH overlay products - see
above). Generally, retrofitting wet
systems will only be considered as
part of significant refurbishment as
it involves removal and replacement
of floors. UFH wet systems can also
be installed with suspended timber
flooring, with the pipes laid between
the joists on top of a layer of insulation.
Installing UFH onto existing concrete
floors may result in a significant
increase in finished floor level,
necessitating undercutting of skirting
and doors.
Electric UFH systems (see above) are
especially suited to situations where
a minimal increase in finished floor
level is required or minimal level of
disruption generally. Mat systems are
easy to install (even for the DIY-er) and
different products are available for use
in wet rooms as well as with a variety of
floor coverings. Installation costs tend
to be lower than for wet systems but
running costs will usually be higher.
With underfloor heating you must
always ensure good levels of insulation
below the UFH array, ie, below the
screed in which the heating pipes are
laid in a wet system or, for an electric
system, below the electric cable or mat.
This will reduce downward heat loss,
directing heat upwards into the room
where it is wanted. Rigid insulation
boards are used which support the
floor covering and UFH system itself.
Higher levels of insulation in the floor
(and elsewhere in the fabric) will reduce
the overall heating requirement of
the occupied space thus reducing the
size of, and demand upon, the UFH
system. Note however that, especially
in a retrofit situation, problems may

arise from increasing the height of the
finished floor level.
As your heat source is under the
floor, the choice of floor covering will
greatly affect the performance of the
system. If the thermal resistance of the
floor covering is too high then heat
will simply not be able to penetrate
it and enter the room. Carpets are
therefore discouraged – except
perhaps for carpet tiles bonded direct
to the screed as found in various
commercial situations. Lino and vinyl
tiles and rubber flooring similarly can
be used, as they will not restrict the
flow of heat from the screed too much.
Thick carpets with underlay should
definitely not be considered as they
will introduce far too much thermal
resistance. The industry advice is for a
carpet with a maximum TOG rating of
2.5. The TOG rating (1 TOG = 0.1m2K/W)
represents thermal resistance and is
commonly seen on duvets to indicate
their effectiveness in keeping heat
in. Following the industry advice,
therefore, you could still end up with a
carpet having over half the insulating
effect of a summer duvet (TOG rating
about 4.5)!
The ideal floor covering would
be a ceramic or stone tile laid on a
continuous bed of flexible adhesive
direct onto the screed. This will ensure
optimum conduction of heat from
the screed to the top surface of the
floor and thence into the room (gaps
in the adhesive result in air pockets
which have an insulating effect). Some
advocate the use of a decoupling
membrane to prevent any cracks in
the screed from being transmitted to
the tiles. The membrane itself will have
a small insulating effect though will
be thin and should not affect thermal
transmission significantly.
A solid timber floor, again laid direct
onto the screed with flexible adhesive,
would be ok –timber has a higher

thermal resistance than ceramic tiles
but lower than carpet – provided that
it can cope with the temperature (and
especially the temperature changes)
of the underfloor heating. Kiln-dried
timber is likely to be less prone to
shrinkage and cupping or crowning. A
self-levelling compound can be used
to provide a flat surface for optimum
thermal connection between the
screed and the floor covering. Ideally
the UFH would be left running at a low
temperature during the heating season
to avoid cycling of heat in the timber.

Effective insulation
Laminate floorings, including those
with a solid timber veneer and
plywood base are not ideal thermally,
as the plywood increases thermal
resistance and, more significantly,
foam under-lays tend to be used
which will effectively insulate off the
heat from the room. However, they
will be inherently more resistant to
movement resulting from heating up
and cooling down cycles. Of course
if you favour a polished screed floor
finish then you will avoid any further
thermal resistance. A hard surface will
also maximise another benefit of UFH
systems which is of particular interest
to sufferers of respiratory conditions –
namely less dust gathering.
A few years ago, I was called as
an expert witness to adjudicate on
a dispute between three parties - a
home owner, an underfloor heating
company and a wooden floor company.
A solid-walled Victorian house had
been renovated, including replacement
of suspended timber ground floors
with concrete floor slabs and screed
containing underfloor heating pipes
(wet system). The floor company had
laid their product on top of the concrete
screed using oriented strand board
(OSB) as an intermediate layer so that
they could “secret nail” through the

tongues of the planks. Unfortunately,
the thermal resistance of the OSB was
preventing heat from the floor slab
from entering the rooms. The UFH
installer had tried increasing the flow
temperature to compensate but this
was not effective. In the “small print”
in the UFH manufacturer’s literature
it was stated that a floor covering
resistance of 0.1 m2K/W (1 TOG) had
been assumed in sizing calculations,
with a maximum recommended value
of 1.5 TOG. However, this information
was not communicated to the wooden
floor company, which also did not
think (or know) to check. The floor
company agreed to lift the floor and
remove the OSB and re-lay the floor
using glued T+G joints instead of secret
nailing. However, the existing period
panel doors and profiled skirting had
been undercut to accommodate the
additional thickness of the OSB and
would now be short of the finished
floor level. Sourcing replacement doors
and skirting would be expensive and
disruptive and could so easily have
been avoided.
It seems to be a widely held view that
underfloor heating is more expensive
to install but possibly cheaper to run
than a radiator system. In my opinion
the former should not be true, though
is possibly a consequence of the work
being carried out mainly by specialist
companies, while the latter depends
entirely on the building and how you
operate the system. In summary,
underfloor heating is best suited to
a very well-insulated space which is
not subject to rapid changes in heat
gains or requirements. Heat can then
be trickled in gently and continuously
during the heating season, controlled
via a floor-based thermostat. Floor
surfaces should be hard (e.g. solid
timber or masonry/ceramic) and well
connected thermally to the piping/
cabling array. In this context, UFH
should provide good levels of comfort
at reasonable running costs.

Further information
• The Underfloor Heating
Manufacturers Association, 39
Ethelbert Road, Birchington, Kent, CT7
9PX
• underfloorheatingexpert.com/
underfloor-heating-systems-history/
• www.warmup.co.uk/blog/what-is-thebest-flooring-for-underfloor-heating
• www.self-build.co.uk/choosingscreed-underfloor-heating
• www.thermo-floor.co.uk
• www.nu-heat.co.uk
• http://moss-design.com/radiant-floor/
http://mcauleyhistory.edublogs.org
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ENTRY FORM
UNDERFLOOR HEATING
Please mark your answers on the sheet below by placing a cross in the box next to the
correct answer. Only mark one box for each question. You may find it helpful to mark the
answers in pencil first before filling in the final answers in ink. Once you have completed
the answer sheet in ink, return it to the address below. Photocopies are acceptable.

QUESTIONS
1. In which part of the world is underfloor
heating most used and established?
■ USA
■ Scandinavia
■ Korea
■ UK
2. Which of the following is NOT required
to avoid damage to the screed in a
“wet” system?
■ Lay screed as soon as possible after

underfloor heating pipes are in place
■ Run heated water through the pipes

before laying the screed
■ Avoid running the system at too high

a flow temperature
■ Bring the system up to working

temperature slowly on first use
3. Which type of floor covering is most
suitable for use with underfloor heating?
■ Solid wood floor
■ Engineered timber floor
■ Carpet tiles
■ Ceramic tiles
4. Which of the following is an advantage
of underfloor heating?
■ Entire floor used as heat emitter
■ High thermal mass system
■ Less expensive to run than other

systems
■ Free choice of floor coverings
5. Which of the following is NOT an
advantage of underfloor heating?
■ Cheaper to install than other systems
■ Entire floor used as heat emitter
■ Even thermal gradient from floor to

ceiling
■ Low flow temperature
6. Which of the following is NOT an
advantage of electric underfloor
heating?
■ Cheaper to install than other UFH

systems

■ Cheaper to run than other UFH systems
■ Even thermal gradient from floor to

ceiling
■ Can be DIY-installed
7. Which of the following is true of
underfloor heating?
■ Insulation is not needed below the

array as heat rises
■ Underfloor heating is not compatible

with a very well-insulated house
■ Underfloor systems are best run

continuously at a low rate
■ Underfloor heating should only be used

on the ground floor
8. The best type of wooden floor for a wet
UFH system is;
■ Engineered timber with underlay on

screed
■ Solid timber bonded direct to screed
■ Solid timber secret-nailed to OSB on
screed (facilitates future removal of floor)
■ Suspended timber floor with floor
boards
9. Which of the following is NOT true of UFH
under-lays?
■ Systems using under-lays are quicker

to install
■ They have a quicker response time due

to lower thermal mass
■ They have a higher rate of heat output
■ They are suitable for use in retrofit

situations

How to obtain a CPD accreditation
from the Energy Institute
Energy in Buildings and Industry and the Energy Institute are delighted to
have teamed up to bring you this Continuing Professional Development
initiative.
This is the seventh module in the fifteenth series and focuses on Underfloor
Heating. It is accompanied by a set of multiple-choice questions.
To qualify for a CPD certificate readers must submit at least eight of the
ten sets of questions from this series of modules to EiBI for the Energy
Institute to mark. Anyone achieving at least eight out of ten correct answers on
eight separate articles qualifies for an Energy Institute CPD certificate. This can be
obtained, on successful completion of the course and notification by the Energy
Institute, free of charge for both Energy Institute members and non-members.
The articles, written by a qualified member of the Energy Institute, will appeal
to those new to energy management and those with more experience of the
subject.
Modules from the past 14 series can be obtained free of charge. Send
your request to editor@eibi.co.uk. Alternatively, they can be downloaded
from the EiBI website: www.energyzine.co.uk
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10. Which of the following is true of electric
UFH systems?
■ They are not compatible with

bathrooms
■ Mat systems are suitable for use with
any type of floor covering
■ They can allow a minimal increase in
finished floor level
■ They need a mains electricity supply
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Energy-efficient
drives and motors

Combined heat & power
as an energy source

Water Management in
Buildings & Industry

By Wayne Ward, managing director at Building Services Sustainability & Environmental
Consultancy Ltd

T

By John Pooley, John Pooley Consultancy Ltd

T

he amount of energy used
by electric motors is around
45 per cent of all global
electricity consumption. This
gives rise to around 6,000Mt
of CO2 each year. Motor-driven systems
are also estimated to account for 65
per cent of industrial electricity use.
As a result, they need to be a focus for
energy-saving activity.
Electric motors are normally
purchased as part of an item of
equipment, for example, an air
handling unit. This means in most cases
the end user is not the direct buyer
of the motor. The end user often only
becomes a motor purchaser when
replacing the motor. When specifying
systems that include motors, the end
user should consider specifying what
performance level(s) they require from
the drive system.
Ideally, all the energy efficiency
aspects of a motor-driven system are
addressed at the system design stage.
However, electric motors are not only
efficient machines they are highly
reliable, typically with a life span of over
15 years. This means that opportunities
to upgrade existing motors may be
limited. Although the scope for motor
replacements may be limited, there
will be ‘legacy’ systems that offer the

table 1. Potential savings estimated by CeMeP
Area of potential savings

Potential saving

Increased use of energy-efficient motors

10 per cent

Electronic speed control

30 per cent

Mechanical system optimisation

60 per cent

Total

100 per cent

potential for retrofit improvements.
Before looking at the elements of a
motor-driven system it is important to
consider the purpose of the system.
For example, a water circulation pump,
how is it controlled? Is it running
24x7 when only needing 8x5? The
magnitude of savings here (in the
region of 75 per cent) is many times
the potential savings in the motor and
drive system.

Motor is heart of the system
The heart of the system is the motor, to
which is added motor control – ranging
from a simple starter to a variable
speed drive (VSD). Then, unless a
direct drive system, a transmission
system (typically belts or gearbox) is
connected to the ‘load machine’. While
there have been developments in
motor efficiency the scope for savings

in other elements of the system is more
significant. Potential savings estimated
by CEMEP (European Committee of
Manufacturers of Electrical Machines
and Power Electronics) are shown in
the table above.

Focus on whole system
This suggests that 90 per cent of the
savings potential occurs outside of the
motor – hence a focus is required on
the whole system.
This approach is reinforced by
European Standard EN 50598 Part 2 Energy efficiency indicators for power
drive systems and motor starters. (This
standard covers performance in the
power range 0.12kW to 1,000kW.)
While motors come in a wide variety
of types and sizes, the three-phase,
ac, cage induction motor is the most
common motor encountered in energy
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C

ombined heat and power
(CHP), or cogeneration, is
a highly efficient process
that capitalises on the heat
generated as a by-product
of the generation of electricity. Coal and
gas-fired power stations can often be
seen expelling wasted heat energy as
clouds of steam from cooling towers.
CHP systems exploit the heat energy
that would otherwise be wasted in
traditional electricity generation, to
produce both electricity and heat in a
single process.
The UK government states that
installing CHP saves organisations
around 20 per cent of their energy
costs and reduces CO2 emissions by up
to 30 per cent. The main drawback with
CHP is that to gain maximum efficiency
it is recommended to be operated for
around 4,500 hours per year.
CHP has been proven worldwide
to be an effective means of reducing
operating costs and environmental
damage in domestic, commercial and
industrial scenarios. It is widely used in
countries like the Netherlands, Finland
and Denmark. In Finland, 82 per cent of
electrical power generation in 2012 was
produced via cogeneration. Germany is
on-course to provide 25 per cent of the
country’s power through cogeneration
by 2020.
It is believed that the first CHP
application was undertaken in the
United States in 1882 with the Thomas
Edison-designed Pearl Street Station,
the world’s first commercial power
plant. This plant burned coal to
generate enough electricity to power
approximately 400 lamps, and the
waste bi-product of heat was used to
warm neighbouring buildings. The
Pearl Street Station CHP was thought to
be about 50 per cent efficient.
Today, CHP plants are able to work
at an efficiency around 85 per cent,
which is thought to be 25-35 per cent
more efficient that the separate energy
systems it replaces.
Electricity is generated by burning a

variety of fuels (e.g. mains gas, gaseous
waste fuels, commercial waste fuels
etc.) in an engine or turbine that’s
connected to an alternator. During
this process, a significant amount of
heat is created as a by-product, which
is usually wasted in conventional
power generation. However, in a CHP
application, the heat from the exhaust,
oil cooling circuits and water jacket is
recovered and distributed to a nearby
heating system. This reduces the
requirement to burn additional gas
in a boiler or central heating system.
Energy from CHP is nearly always
produced locally to its end user, which
limits the amount of energy loss due to
transmission.
Excess electricity generated can
be sold to the grid, and any shortfall
in electricity can be purchased from
the grid. As battery technology is
increasingly reducing in cost, further
benefit can be derived by storing the
generated electricity for use during
peak times, subsequently further
reducing reliance on the grid. In
addition, this helps to reduce reliance
on the grid at times of fluctuating
demand.
There are multiple types of CHP
engines, each suited to different output
requirements. The size of the unit will
depend on the calculated or estimated
base heat load (CHP is most economic
when the unit is sized slightly over the
baseload heat load).
An internal combustion engine in
a CHP unit works in a similar way to
the engine in a motor car. The unit
burns a fuel (normally natural gas or
compression-ignition diesel) which
generates motive power. The power is
turned into electricity via an alternator.
The wasted heat will be used to heat
a body of water, or sometimes to
create steam. Exhaust gases can be
as hot at 600oC, which produces
low temperature hot water (LTHW)
temperatures of up to 95oC.
Electrical efficiency of these units is
low (20 per cent), but thermal efficiency

is slightly higher (20-40 per cent).
These internal combustion engines
are best suited for small sites which
a high demand for hot water in
comparison to electricity. The ratio of
heat to power is approximately 1.5:1 but
decreases with size.
Unit sizes vary from 50kWe –
1,500kWe.
They are used in: smaller
(decentralised) hospital buildings,
hotels, leisure buildings, individual
university buildings, small residential
buildings on a district heating scheme.
Gas turbines are the most common
prime mover on larger scale CHP units.
In a gas turbine engine, a fuel is
burned (normally natural gas) in a
combustion chamber, causing heat
and pressure to force air down the
unit to drive a series of turbine blades.
The pressurised air drives a generator,
generates electricity via an alternator.
The expelled heat is utilised by a
heat exchanger to provide hot water.
Typical entry temperatures are in the
region of 900-1,200oC, with exhaust
temperatures in the region of 500oC
depending on the scale of the turbine.
The heat to power ratio can be as
high as 5:1 in certain applications if
‘supplementary firing’ is undertaken
(which enables control over varying
amounts of heat.
These setups are reported to be very
reliable. However, they are very loud
units, have a lower electrical efficiency
than reciprocating engines and are not
efficient at periods of low demand.
Smaller units (up to 500kWe) have
a low electrical efficiency (around
20-30 per cent) so have to be used
with a recuperator to preheat the air
to ensure it qualifies as ‘Good Quality
CHP’ as defined by the UK CHP Quality
Assurance Programme.
It is possible to get micro turbines as
integrated packages with absorption
cooling to enable tri-generation.
They find use in: hospital buildings
with a district heating system,
universities (with district heating), large

By Joe McClelland, senior energy consultant
here is a global increase
in floods and droughts
and the question is as to
whether this is just normal
weather fluctuations, or if it
is the new norm in prevailing climate
conditions, as some compelling data
suggests. Globally, the spatial and
temporal changes to rainfall patterns
when combined with a growing
population mean that by 2035 an
estimated two-thirds of the world’s
population will live in an area of water
stress, which has led to water shortage
being seen as a primary threat to global
stability.
Mostly to date we have delivered
only supply-side solutions but
Consumers need to understand that
water is not unlimited and that a major
part of the solution will depend on
integrated supply and demand-side
measures.
This is the challenge— centralised
management of utilities gives
efficiencies but makes the problem
distant from the solution, local
solutions at industry, commerce
community and household levels
are the most efficient ways to deliver
demand management, but utilities
don’t have the capacity to manage
millions of individual household water
saving projects.
This message is delivered to
consumers via third party routes
augmenting utility programs and
building a water saving culture.
At the same time links are being
made between the environmental
programmes of water utilities, energy
utilities, and corporates and this will
add value to each of the programmes,
this also gives the opportunity for
cross-funding.
Water, waste, energy, and CO2
savings at all levels can be aggregated
into integrated managed savings
programmes.
This article will focus on how water
management can deliver resource,
energy and cost efficiencies through
integrated Water Management within
the built environment.

Water management in the
environment is the activity of
managing the optimum and cost
effective use of delivered water
resources. It is a sub-set of resource
management. Ideally, the water
management process has regard to
demand for water supply, subsequent
wastewater levels, and how to reduce
these without affecting the existing
quality of service.
Successful management of any
resource requires accurate knowledge
of the resources available, the uses to
which it may be put, the demands for
the resource and processes to measure
and evaluate these and to identify,
implement and verify the outcome of
applied conservation measures.
Managing water use in buildings
covers many elements, from initial
investigations and commitment
from senior management, through
to implementation and continuous
improvement.
It is vital to have effective
procedures in place to manage a water
reduction programme, otherwise any
improvement may become a one-off

initiative with no follow-up; employees
will not be motivated to continue good
practices and the programme will lose
momentum and fail.
Ensure your employees are aware
of the total cost of water to your site –
water is often an undervalued resource
and some sites still believe it is free.
Potential cost savings associated
with water efficiency improvements
are often the driver that motivates
management to support a water use
reduction programme.
Successful management involves
identifying and initiating water saving
projects; continual monitoring of water
use and company/staff practices; and
a timely, appropriate response to the
information gathered.
The initial water management
process as shown in Figure 1 (see page
26) consists of:
• assessment – a high-level
assessment of the existing services
potential for the site;
• data gathering – check historical
bill payments and meter readings and
gather all data available for the last two
to three years;
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The Energy Institute (EI) is the professional body for the
energy industry, developing and sharing knowledge, skills
and good practice towards a safe, secure and sustainable
energy system. The EI supports energy managers by offering
membership and professional registrations including
Chartered Energy Manager, as well as workshops, events,
training and networking opportunities across the UK and
overseas. It also produces a number of freely available
knowledge resources such as its online Energy Matrix and
energy management guide.

